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Interim Findings of an Evaluation ofthe U.S. EnergyGuide Label

Christine Egan, American Councilfor an Energy-Efficient Economy
Christopher T. Payne, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

Jennifer Thorne, American Councilfor an Energy-Efficient Economy

ABSTRACT

The United States has labeled appliances with the EnergyGuide labels since 1980.
Consensus is growing that this label is confusing to consumers and has little impact on purchase
decisions. Manyresearchers have documented that alternative labeling approaches are effective
in othercountries. The authors comprehensively evaluated the U.S. appliance labelingprogram
forwhite goods, heating and cooling equipment, and waterheaters, with emphasis on products
sold through retail outlets.

To date, ourresearchhasincluded consumerfocus groups and semi-structuredinterviews
with various market actors to assess how best to communicate energy information. With
consumers and retail sales staff, five graphical designs were tested—a European-style, letter-
based graphic; an Australian-style star-based graphic; a speedometer-style graphic; a
thermometer-style graphic; and the current U.S. style. With manufacturers and contractors, we
did not directly test alternate designs. Instead, we asked theiropinion ofand experience with the
current EnergyGuide labelingprogram.

Background

Manycountriesuse labels to depict the energyuseofhomeappliances aspartofnational
demand-side management and market transformation programs targeted toward reductions in
energy consumption. Appliance labels typically fall into one oftwo categories regarding their
approachto informationorganization—categoricalor continuous. Acategorical label divides the
range of comparative models into distinct groups or segments while a continuous label marks
the low and high end ofthe range ofcomparative models without explicitly grouping anything
in between. Each has its strengths and weaknesses. Categorical labels are often easier for
consumers to understand and recall at alater date thanare continuous labels. Theyoftenconnote
an intuitive rating system that is easy to grasp quickly. However, categorical labels are typically
less detailedthan continuous labels, usuallywithouta numericaldemarcation ofthe low and high
end of the scale. Categorical labels are in use in Europe, Australia, Brazil, Thailand, and a few
other Asian countries. Continuous labels are usually more detailed and more suggestive of a
comparative range of models from low to high than are categorical labels. However, this level
of detail and the concept of comparison are more analytically complex than a simple
categorization and therefore require time and effort from the reader forinformation processing.
Continuous labels are currently in use in the United States and Canada. Over the past several
years, the trend internationally has been toward categorical labels.

In the United States, the EnergyPolicy and Conservation Act of 1975 and the National
Energy ConservationPolicyAct of 1979 directed the U.S. Federal TradeCommission (FTC) to
develop a labeling program for certain home appliances and energy-using equipment. The
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programwas actually implemented in 1980. The legislation suggests two goals forthe program:
the label was intended as a means of improving energy efficiency and to assist consumers in
making purchase decisions via information provision. In fact, the ability or inability to assist
consumers is listed as aprimarycriterionfordeciding to label specific products. Prior researchers
have found that the U.S. label in its current form (see Figure 1) may not be living up to this
legislative mandate. For example, du Pont (1988) found significant comprehension problems
with the U.S. labels and a low level of reported use. In addition, over the last five years,
alternative approaches to appliance labeling have been developed and implemented elsewhere
in the worldwith impressive results in termsofconsumerawareness, market impacts, and energy
savings (Boardman etal. 1997; du Pont 1998; Harrington 1998; Sulymaet al.2000; Waide 1997;
Wilkenfield 1997).

In thiscontext, ACEEE, with inputfrom other
organizations, decided it would be useful to evaluate
the efficacy of the EnergyGuide label and determine
the best label for U.S. consumers.’

Introduction

The goal of ACEEE’s appliance labeling
project is to evaluate the efficacy of the current
EnergyGuide label (i.e., the extent to which it is
living up to its legislative goals) and determine the V I
best label format (e.g., bars versus letters) andcritical Uses Most

informational elements for U.S. consumers (e.g.,
operatingcost and/orannual kWh).A secondary goal ~t

is to uncover the opinions of other market actors (i.e., ..~. .~,;

retail sales staff, manufacturers, and contractors) who This models ,ot,mal,d yo.etyOpOeOt~fl
5

come into contact with the label regarding the :.~ :,~

program efficacy and optimal label format. ..

The project addresses white goods, heating . —. _______ _____

and cooling equipment, and water heaters. However,

we focus on products sold through retail outlets where the label can be seen during the shopping

experience. Our research to date has included consumer focus groups
2

and semi-structured

The project is supported by an array of national and regional entities including the Iowa Energy Center,

National Grid USA, Northeast Utilities, Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, NYSERDA, Ohio Department of

Development, PG&E, Southern California Edison, U.S. DOE, U.S. EPA, and Wisconsin Energy Conservation

Corporation. In addition, various experts have served as advisors, including Willett Kempton, She! Feldman,

Merrilee Harrigan, Peter du Pont, and Jeff Harris, among others.

2 A focus group is a panel discussion with eight to ten participants who are members of some fairly

homogenous group or social demographic. Participants are encouraged to relate to each another, share attitudes,

express opinions, and generate ideas regarding topics presented to them by a trained moderator. Consensus is not

sought. Focus groups are particularly appropriate for gathering in-depth information or reactions to certain products

and/or programmatic concepts.

Figure 1. U.S. EnergyGuide Label
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interviews3 with keymarket actors. With consumers and retail sales staff, five graphical designs
were tested including: the current U.S. style; a European-style, letter-based graphic; an
Australian-style, star-based graphic; a speedometer-style graphic; and a thermometer-style
graphic.The latter two styles testedwell with consumers in a Canadian researcheffort (Patterson
1991). We emphasized comprehension, use, and self-reported preferences. The perceived
consumervalue of discrete informational elements (e.g., annual operating cost, life-cycle-cost,
and annual kWh data) were also tested. With manufacturers and heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning(HVAC) contractors, theactual labelswere not presented ordiscussed. Instead, we
emphasizedtheir opinionofandexperience with the currentEnergyGuidelabelingprogram. This
paper summarizes the task-by-taskand overall findings to date as wellas lays out the nextsteps.

Research Methods and Findings by Task

Different methods were used atvariouspoints in the researchdependingupon the specific
taskobjectives, the appropriateness ofvarious tools to the target market actors, andthe available
budgetandtime. The research tasks fall into two categories—those conducted with demand-side
actors (e.g., consumers) andthose conducted with supply-side actors (e.g., manufacturers, retail
sales staff, and HVAC contractors). Overall, consumers were the highestpriority as theyare the
primary audience and end-user ofthe label. Thus, a multi-method and sequential design was
constructed to elicit their feedback.

Demand-Side Research Design

An initial round ofconsumer focus groups was conducted to gather “broad brush” and
directional feedbackon the currentlabel in aside-by-side comparisonwith the alternate displays.
Overall, we emphasizedlabel preferences and opinions ofvarious informational elements. The
groups led to improved graphical designs that were then tested in semi-structured interviews,
which focused upon testing comprehension and interpretation ofthe various labels and specific
informational elements along with the reasons behind preference-related statements. Various
interpretive enhancements to the labels emerged from the interviews, which were incorporated
in thegraphicsused foranotherroundoffocus group testing. This second roundoffocus groups
was intended to select the optimal designs for testing in quantitative research. All of the tasks
mentioned thus far have been completed as of thewriting ofthis paperand results are discussed
in their sections. The remaining tasks, which are primarily intended to quantitatively verify the
results to date, are discussed in the section on Conclusions and Next Steps.

Consumer Focus Groups—Round One

ACEEB contracted for an initial round of six consumer focus groups (fourwith white-

good shoppers and two with larger household equipment shoppers) to examine consumer

Semi-structured interviewing is amethod that provides for a specific andguided topic of discussion, yet
allows the interviewer and interviewee to shape thediscussion to follow newleads revealed by the process. Semi-
structured interviewing is particularly appropriate in research that attempts to understand decision processes or
behaviors within certain social groups.
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perceptions ofthe EnergyGuide label and responses to alternative label designs. Pairs of labels
were shown side-by-side, one representing acase of low energyuse and one a high. Examples
ofthe alternatives to the current label are shown in Figure 2. The labels usedin the focus groups
were leftvery close to their original format. The groupswere not expected to come up with final
designs, rather they were intended to uncover trends and general directions for additional
qualitative and quantitative analysis.

The focus groups began with an introductory conversation about appliance purchasing
and the importance ofenergy efficiency. The results verified other studies in finding that energy
efficiency is not reportedas a major factor in consumerpurchasing ofappliances. Moreover, the
results indicated that consumers believe: (1) energyefficient equipment is too expensive and it
takes too long to recoup energy savings; (2) everything made today is energy efficient,
particularly as compared to older products being replaced; (3) the differences in the energy
efficiency of the models available on the market are small within product categories; and (4)
white goods (versusHVAC andlarger equipment) are not seen as usingvery much energy, with
refrigerators being the most common of white appliances forwhich energy efficiency is seen as
relevant.

The groups found that the label, though familiar, was not always read orused in making
appliance purchase decisions. Improvements suggested by interviewees included: (1) reducing
the amount of unnecessary text; (2) improving the graph so that it more clearly conveys the

Figure 2. Alternative Labels I sed in Consumer heus Groups
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model in question’s annual kWh usage; and (3) more clearly labeling and highlighting the
operating cost figure, which was considered to be among the most important informational
elements on the label.

The alternate labels also needed improvement, in particular to their graphical elements.
The letters and stars labels needed improvements in the explanatory text integrated in the
graphic. For the letters, the interviewees found it difficult to make sense of the fact that the
shorter bar (labeled “A”) was on top with a label “most efficient,” while the longer bar (labeled
“F”) on the bottom was labeled “least efficient.” Longer bars relating to less and shorter bars
relating to more was confusing and counter-intuitive and only exacerbated an existing problem
in comprehending the inverse relationship between energy use and energy efficiency. To avoid
misinterpretation, the stars label needed a clearer statement that the scale was based on energy
efficiency, not energy usage. Also, the stars label was the only label not to include an operating
cost figure. The participants were adamant that this information neededto be added to the label.
Finally, it was recommended the label be replaced by the expected bright yellow color. The
thermometer and speedometer label needed graphical design work. In the case of the
thermometer, the EnergyGuide logo that had been running alongside the label vertically needed
to be repositioned horizontally, similar to the current label. Moreimportantly, the thermometer
needed to be redesigned to look more like a thermometer to ensure that customers focused on
the filled-in black space (not the empty white space) as the indicator of energy use. The
speedometerneededto be redesignedto make the indicator look more like an arrow and to more
equally distribute the interimtick marks along the semi-circle that formed the foundationofthe
speedometer, and the blue color should be changed to bright yellow.

Overall, the groups suggested that an ideal EnergyGuide label would:
• include and highlight the estimated annual operating so it can be easily seen;
• include and highlight the annual kWh so it can be easily seen;
• use yellow as a background as this is recognized and associated with energy information;
• use a visually appealing graphic that simply and clearly communicates the kWh usage;
• include appliance specifications such as the manufacturer and model number;
• reduce the amount ofunnecessary text;
• clearly state that the label is regulated by the U.S. government; and
• be formatted and outlined to communicate its messages using blocked-off spaces and

relationally grouped information.
In summary, most of the participants reported a relatively low priority on energy

efficiency in appliance sales and a low level ofuse ofthe current EnergyGuide label. However,
they also indicated that problems with the label limit its usefulness and appeal (i.e., it is too
cluttered, poorly organized, and overly technical). The participants madevarious suggestions to
improvethe current label as well as the other alternatives. In general, these improvements were
gearedtoward making the labels simpler and more direct in communicatingtheirmain message
as well as more graphically appealing. No clear winners or losers among the various label
designs emerged at this phase.

Consumer Interviews

ACEBE completed a total of 54 semi-structured customer intercept interviews in three
cities: Boston (28 interviews),Denver (18 interviews), and Dallas (8 interviews).The interviews
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in Boston and Denver were with customers shopping for white-good appliances (refrigerators,
freezers, dishwashers, clothes washers,orroom air conditioners). The interviews in Dallaswere
with customers shopping forwater heaters. Ineach ofthese interviews, the currentlabel and the
four improved alternative designs (based on the results of the first set of focus groups) were
tested, depicting a high energy consuming model. Examples ofthe alternative graphics shown
are foundin Figure 3. The purpose ofthis set ofconsumerinterviews was to evaluatethecurrent
label in-depthand side-by-side with alternative labelingapproaches to drawout comprehension
and informationprocessing-related issues aswellasto examine the reasons behindreported label
preferences.

tIiE~KUI~iUIiP~ ~‘Df’N(~I111W

The majority of the interviewees (roughly 75 percent) correctly interpreted the single
graph that was presented to them first as a test of comprehension (i.e., they deduced that the
model depicted was a high energy using model). The current label had the highest rate of
misunderstanding fortheone-quarterofrespondents that did not understand the initial graph and
the speedometer had the lowest level. The star, thermometer, and letters graph fell in the middle.
Also,while themajority ofparticipantswere able to deducethat the model depicted was not very

Figure 3. Alternative Labels Tested in Consumer and Retail Interviews
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energy efficient, fewer could articulate or use the graph’s comparative element. Several of the
consumers interviewedsaw orusedonlythe label’sindividualmodel information. In some cases,
this meant that the consumer was unable to determine that the model shown was relatively
inefficient (this was categorized as non-comprehension). Inothercases, the interviewee was able
to make that judgement without a clear awareness of the relative nature ofthe graph (this was
categorized as incomplete comprehension). There were also cases where the interviewee who
experiencedcomplete understanding expressed a desire for external comparisons (i.e., wanting
to walk from model to model comparing label data) to verifytheir interpretations and the labels
themselves. The problem with understanding the comparative nature ofthe graph appeared to
be more common with the current label formatthan any of the other options. Comprehension
also seemed to be complicated by the interviewees’ perception that an annual operating cost of
$63 was simply not that much money and therefore could not be associated with an energy
inefficient model. Finally, a few of the respondents mistook the operating cost figure for a
savings number. However,this previouslyidentifiedcomprehension problem(duPont 1998)was
less frequent thanexpected, perhaps because modifications were made to all the designs except
the current label to more clearly identify the operating cost number.

No clear winners emerged from the analysis ofthe interviewees’ preferences. Given the
small sampleand qualitative natureofthequestioning, the reasonsbehind interviewees’ opinions
of the labels are perhaps more significant than their selected preferences. The current label
receivedhigh marks forbeing informative and familiarbut low marks forbeingwordy,busy, and
graphicallyunappealing. Interestingly, the most common comment about the currentlabel (that
it contained a lot ofinformation)was seen asboth a strength and a weakness. However,far more
negativecomments were made regarding this aspect thanpositive. The starsgraph receivedhigh
marks for being motivating and quick in conveying its message, but a subset of interviewees
gave it low marks for ease ofunderstanding. Often these interviewees had made the mistake of
interpretingthe stars as an energy consumption scale (less stars equals less energy use and vice
versa) rather than as an energy efficiency rating system. For some, anotherperceived weakness
ofthe stars label was its lack ofnumeric, kWh range information. The letters graph receivedhigh
marks for being colorful and attention-grabbing but low marks for being busy and, for some,
difficult to understand. For example, a subset found the presence of multiple scales for
measuringenergyuse (varyingbar lengths, colors, and letters) confusing. Others commentedthat
the graph was inverted and that higher energy consumption should be on top. As with the stars
label, some interviewees felt that a weakness of the letters label was its lack of kWh range
information. The thermometer received high marks for the clarityof its visual element but low
marks from some foreaseofunderstanding. Manyofthose who had difficulty understandingthe
graph felt that the scale was inverted and that the top ofthe thermometer should be the most
efficientproduct. Thespeedometerreceivedhigh marks forits clarity as a graphical indicator but
low marks forits visual attractiveness. Several interviewees indicated a grouped preference for
the thermometer and speedometer labels. The grouping of these two labels in interviewees’
preferences was so strong that in some cases theyalmost seemedinterchangeable and itappeared
that some interviewees would be equally satisfied with either option.

As in the consumer focus groups, the interviewees made various suggestions for
improving the label designs. Among the overarching comments were a range of suggestions
regarding the use and presentation ofoperating cost data. For example, a few interviewees felt
that operating cost should be a partofthe comparative graphics. These comments emphasized
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the importance ofoperating costs to the participants.Another area ofoverarching comment was
in the expression of the basis for the comparison. Several participants suggested that at a
minimum all ofthe labels should indicate clearly that the comparison was based upon a range
ofsimilar models.

Graph-specific suggestions were made as well. Suggestions for improving the current
label included: using less words, using color, using a “real” arrow rather than an upside-down
triangle, and marking the bar graph to somehow indicate a progression from left to right (e.g.,
with tick marks). Suggestions for improving the stars label included: including kWh range
information and making the star ratingbox morenoticeable (in particular,the factthat it contains
an efficiency-based rating). Suggestions for improving the letters label included: flipping the
graph so the most energy useis on top, including a key defining themeaning ofeach ofthe bars,
making the arrowstand outmore, including kWh range information, including themodel’sactual
kWh in the graphic (not just in a box below the graphic), and decreasing the number of
categories. Suggestions forimproving the thermometer label included: using color, including the
model’s actual kWh in the graphic (not just in a box below the graphic), and using an arrow or
some other indicator on the graphic to indicate where along the thermometer the model depicted
actually falls. Suggestions for improving the speedometer label included: marking each ofthe
ticks on the speedometerwith intermediate kWh amounts, including themodel’s actual kWh in
the graphic (not just in a box below the graphic), and making the whole graph (but in particular
the arrow) more visible (e.g., with thicker lines or color).

In summary, although all the label formats were comprehensible to a majority of the
interviewees, the current label appeared to be most difficult for the interviewees to interpret.
Furthermore, the interviews support the conclusion that at least from a consumer perspective
improvements over the current label are possible. This was evident in the relatively high
incidence ofcomprehensionproblems with the currentlabel and the relatively low incidence of
preferences forthe current label over all oftheotheroptions. The thermometer and speedometer
were promising label options, although the similarity in interviewees’ perceptions of these two
designs suggested that they were not different enough to warrant continuing to test them both.
The stars label appeared promisingbecause ofits intuitive scaleas well as its strong motivational
potential. The letters label appeared to be the least refined of all the graph designs and needed
improvement and continued testing. An overall comprehension problem was that for all ofthe
formats most people did not immediately grasp that the model in question was being compared
to other similar models.

Consumer Focus Groups—Round Two

ACEEE contracted for a second round of six focus groups to examine multiple
executions ofeachofthe leading label designs with single-familyhomeowners in the market for
household appliances and equipment sold through retail stores. The groups were expected to
develop final designs foruse in quantitative testing. Four basic graph alternatives were tested4—

‘~ The speedometer label was dropped due to its poor testing in the initial round of focus groups and
seeming overlap with the thermometer label based upon the consumer interviews. Also, several manufacturer
representatives who hadseen this versionbefore as partofaCanadian study(Patterson 1991) indicatedthat it would
be verydifficult to implement.
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the current label, the star-based label, the thermometer-based label, and the letter-based label,
all of which included many of the improvements and suggestions drawn from the earlier
consumer tasks. In addition, variations on these basic graphs were tested to incorporate
additional informational or visual elements. For example, as suggested during the consumer
interviews, versions of the star- and letters-based graphs were produced with kWh range
information. Versions ofthe letters were tested with variations on the amount ofcolorused. For
all the designs, a version was tested with a high amount ofexplanatory text (referred to as the
high verbiage case) and a version was produced with a low amount oftext (referredto as the low
verbiage case).

Respondents viewed the star label most favorably. The star graphic was considered
consumer-friendly because it was simple to interpret and most consumers were already familiar
with the concept ofusing stars to connote performance. Many respondents noted that the star
graphic easily and effectively communicated the energy efficiency concept to consumers.
However, although the majority of consumers found the star graphic highly effective at
communicating the intended message, many noted that the basic version was not very
informative. Thus, most groupmembers preferred executions that increased the amount of
information available on the label. Specifically, respondents noted that thekWh rangeend-points
were important pieces of information because the scale anchors gave consumers a context in
which to evaluate the meaning ofthe stars. It seemed that the most desirable star graph would
include the kWh range end-points along with most of the information contained in the high
verbiage versions.

Participants indicated that they liked the level ofinformation contained in the current
EnergyGuide, in spiteofthe fact that the graphic is relatively ineffective. Further, they indicated
that theywere familiar with the current label and believe it is easily recognized by consumers.
This suggested the current label has considerable equity with shoppers. However, it is important
to acknowledge that while consumers reported that they like having the maximum amount of
information, theyalso saidthat theydid not like its cluttered appearance (in this andother tasks).
Some noted that theyoften ignored thecurrent EnergyGuidealtogetherbecausethereis too much
text. Participants appeared to have conflicting, and perhaps mutually exclusive, demands.

The participants initially evaluated the letters label very favorablydue almost solely to
its colorfulness and visual appeal. A few respondents also appreciated the symbolism implied
by the color ofthe endpoints (red=warning/overheating, green=conservation). However, the more
in-depth discussions ofthe letters label revealed significant confusion about the interpretation
ofthe label. Furthermore, most respondents continued to find the length ofthe bars (longerbars
means less energy efficient) misleading or counterintuitive.

Respondents’ reactions to the thermometer label were unambiguously negative. In
particular, consumers foundthe scalingcounterintuitive (betterenergyperformanceat the bottom
of the scale). Group members were moderately favorable to an execution done for air
conditioners and based upon EER. This is because this version was inverted (better energy
performance representedat the top ofthe scale) and seemedmore logical. However,participants
indicated they were unfamiliar with EER and preferred that kWh be used because that was at
least a term they associated with their electric bill. In short, the negatives of this label far
outweighed the modestly positive evaluation of some specific executions.

In summary, the participants preferred the stars label over the other graphical options
with the current label being the second most preferred. The stars label was strong visually and
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from an information-processing perspective was very clear while the current label was strong
because ofits familiarity and depthofinformation. Overall, the participants wanted a label that
incorporated both a strong graphic and detailed information so designs that combined these
features were most preferred.

Supply-Side Research Design

Onthe supply side, the researchtasks were less comprehensive forspecific market actors.
Instead, an integrated approach was taken to elicit from the various market actors the key
informational elements ofimportance to the overall project goal ofevaluatingthe optimal label
format and the current label’s efficacy. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with retail
sales staff. As with consumers, the actual label designs were shown to test comprehension,
interpretation, and preferences. The retailers were shown the actual labels because of the
significant impact sales staffcan and do have on consumer decision-making. Ifa label design
was particularly difficult forretailers to explain or was ill-suited to the retail store environment,
we expectedthis task would makethat evident. Semi-structured interviewingwas selected in part
forbudgetaryreasons (i.e., itwould have been more expensive to recruit sales staffparticipants
for focus groups) and because we felt it was the most appropriate tool for drawing out aspects
ofhowa sale takesplace and the roleofthe label and energy in that process. With manufacturers
and contractors, the various labels were not shown. These interviews were conducted over the
phone and so we were unable to present visuals. In addition, we felt that theirinterpretation and
opinions ofthe alternate label designs were less important to the project than their response to
the program as currently implemented because neither of these actor groups are consumers of
the label. In the case of manufacturers, this is because their role is as implementors of the
program and in the case of contractors because we suspected (and our interviews verified) that
the label was not used because of the nature ofthe sales transactions (i.e., consumers are given
product specifications but never see a floor model [and therefore an EnergyGuide label] as part
ofthe sales pitch).

Manufacturer Interviews

ACEEE conducted 16 semi-structured telephone interviewswith representatives ofwhite
good appliance andheating, air-conditioning, and waterheater equipmentmanufacturers in order
to document: (a) howmanufacturers perceive the current EnergyGuide label; (b) their thoughts
on whether and/orhow that label is or isn’t working; and (c) their experience in implementing
the EnergyGuide label.

Overall, the interviewees were highly experienced with regard to the label, often with a
long history ofdirect work on the program. In general, however, the interviewees emphasized
the informationandcomparative aspects ofthe labeling rule andto amuch lesser degree seemed
cognizant ofthe label’s other legislative purpose of“improving energyefficiency,” which is the
title oftherelevantsectionofenacting legislation. Some respondents feltstrongly andabsolutely
that the program was not achieving its intended informational goals. This feeling was near
unanimous among HVAC manufacturing interviewees who in particular challenged the
usefulness ofa label forproducts where the appliance and label typically arenot seenat thepoint
of sale. Only one respondent felt strongly that the program was achieving its goals. The
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remaining responses indicatedthat the majorityofrespondents felt the label had enjoyed some,
though not complete,success. However,nearly all the interviewees feltthat the program’s effect
on the market is minimal. Furthermore, the interviewees unanimously believe that energy use
is not a primary factor in customers’ appliance purchase decisions. They reference internal
company studies and their professional experience to support this position.

Respondents enumerated several strengthsofthe EnergyGuidelabel, including the label’s
simplicity (often linked with ease of understanding), accuracy, prominence, consistency from
product-to-product, and provision of comparative information. However, the discussions of
weaknesses tended to be far more elaborate than those of strengths. Many of the interviewees
from HVAC companies indicated that the major weakness was that few customers see the label
at the time oftheirpurchase decision. Anarea ofstrong negative comments shared by whitegood
and HVAC manufacturers had to do with the label’s message. Several respondents indicatedthat
the label was not consumer-friendly. Although the reasons and specific examples ofthis problem
varied, the bottom-line seemed to be that in some way the label was a poor communication tool
either because itwas overly technical orbecause itwasunattractive. Another significant area of
discussion related to the label’s weaknesses had to with its technical accuracy. In particular,
respondents challengedthe wayproducts are grouped in thecategories that form the basis forthe
comparisons on each label and the use of national average figures.

Rather than trying to improve the EnergyGuide labeling program, about half the
respondents felt that the program should either be eliminated or left alone. This response was
common among HVAC manufacturers. Of the half that felt improvements could be made, the
most common responses were: (1) to couple the program with a consumereducation campaign
that explained the label and/or created awareness ofthe importance ofenergyefficiency; (2) to
improve the consumer friendliness of the label’s message (e.g., by making the label more
attractive and limiting the extent to which unfamiliartechnical terms like first hour rating for
water heaters are used); and (3) improve its technical and analytical foundations (e.g., the way
products are grouped in the categories that form the basis for the comparisons on each label).

In summary, although nearlyall ofthe interviewees felt the label had enjoyed either very
little or partial success, direct revision of the label was supported by only a minority of
interviewees. Ofthe half that felt improvements to the program were warranted, many felt the
that the label itselfwas acceptableand that what was neededwas an educationcampaignor some
other supplemental effort to reach consumers. The lack ofenthusiasm for the label and label
improvements likely relates to the interviewees’ overall opinion that energy efficiency is a low
priority issue for consumers in purchasing appliances.

HVAC Contractor Interviews

ACEEE conducted nine semi-structured telephone interviews with HVAC contractors
to assess: (a) the role ofthe EnergyGuidelabel and energy efficiencyin the purchase ofinstalled
appliances (i.e., central air conditioners, heat pumps, furnaces, boilers, and water heaters); (b)
howcontractors perceive thecurrentEnergyGuide label; and (c) theirthoughts on whetherand/or
howthat label is or isn’t working.

According to most ofthe interviewees, energy efficiency is a factor in the customer’s
purchase decision; however, there waswide variation in the relative importance the interviewees
felt customers actually placed on efficiency versus other features. All of the interviewees
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expressed familiarity with the EnergyGuide label, although some could not remember what
specific information the label contained. Most importantly, however, none ofthe interviewees
usedthe label asa source for energyefficiencydataand only one reported actuallyusing the label
as an informational tool with customers when selling HVAC equipment. By contrast, all ofthe
respondents indicated that they provided customers with efficiency information from the
manufacturers(e.g.,brochures). Industrydirectories, suchas the ART directory, and utilities were
also used by the interviewees to obtain informationon efficiency and cost savings. Many ofthe
interviewees indicated that theymadeavailable to customers their ownsupplemental efficiency,
cost savings, and payback information.

The majority ofrespondents felt the label was of no use to their customers because the
information is presented after the purchase decision is made. Respondents split on whether the
label played a useful role as an after-the-fact, third-party source of information or provided
credibility to theirclaims aboutequipment efficiency. Manysuggestions for improving the label
were made. In fact, given their negative responses regarding the efficacy of the label as it is
currently implemented, the interviewees were surprisinglyoptimistic regarding the potential of
a revised labeling or other information program. In particular, respondents believed the label
should be regionalized to enhance its usefulness as a sales tool. Forexample, they foundtheuse
of average energy costs to be irrelevant and somewhat misleading to their customers. Finally,
respondents felt the information on the label should be presented at the time of the sale rather
thanupon product delivery.

In summary, the contractor interviewees did not feel the label was effective as currently
implemented, but were surprisingly optimistic regarding the potential ofan improved label or
ofsome other, more appropriate consumer information tool. This optimism likely relates to the
interviewees’ relatively positive attitude toward the role ofenergy information in the sale of
HVAC equipment and overall consumerpriority on energy use.

Retail Sales Interviews

ACEEE conducted 16 semi-structured in-person interviews with sales staffof a major
retail chain to assess: (a) the importance of energy consumption as a factor in the purchase of
labeled appliances; (b) interpretative capabilities of the information presented in one of five
appliance labels (four alternativesplus the current); and(c) the preference of label format among
the five. In each ofthese interviews, the same five improved label designs were tested as in the
consumer interviews (each depicting a high energy consuming model and incorporating the
improvements suggested by the consumer focus groups). Examples of the alternative graphics
shown are found in Figure 3.

Energy consumption was mentioned as an issue in- appliance sales in many of the
interviews. The interviewees felt that concernfor energy efficiencywas relevant to some subset
of customers, particularlythose shopping forrefrigerators and room air conditioners. While the
importance of the issue as a deciding factor for a sale varied widely, most sales staff said they
believedthe informationprovided by the EnergyGuidelabel was useful to consumers as a source
of information and/or to the sales person as aselling tool. The interviewees indicated that they
particularly usedthe label in situations where energy efficiencywas a deciding variablebetween
two otherwise equivalent products. Furthermore, because energy-efficient models tend to be
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more expensive,itwas noted that salespeople can actuallymakemoremoney by selling the more —

efficient product.
There was substantial variation in the interviewees’ approach to interpreting the energy

consumption information presented on the EnergyGuide label. This variation seemed to be
associated with the label elements on which the salesperson focused, which in turn seemed to
relate to sales experience. Respondents with more than a yearof experience were more likely to
base their recommendationon operating cost, whilerespondents with less experience were likely
to either base their recommendation on the graphical elements of the label or to state that no
comparisoncould easilybe made. Moreexperienced sales staffwould recommendarefrigerator
that used a high amount of energy apparently because they felt that the operating cost of that
model was very similar to the operating cost ofother models available forsale in the store. When
sales staff used other pieces of information from the label shown, they were more likely to
identify the labeled appliance as inefficient.

The retail sales staffwere theonly group on the supply side that were shown thecurrent
EnergyGuide and the alternate labels for interpretation and side-by-side comparison of
preferences. All ofthe labels were understandable to the interviewees. Interestingly, the majority
of the sales people interviewed preferred a categorical label as the best display of the five
alternatives. These respondents thought that the categorical style would allow consumers to
interpret the label more easily. There was no clear preference, however, among the two
categorical label options. Moreover, specific components ofthe categorical labels brought up
strong negative reactions. The colors of the letters label were both “eye-catching” and “too
busy.” The stars label was both “easy to read” and looked “like ajackpot.” In almost all cases,
though, one ofthe two categorical systemswas seen as acceptable and often that acceptable label
was viewed as an improvement over the current label design.

In summary, the retail sales staff indicated that they made use ofthe current label in at
leastsome oftheirsales, particularly with customers interested in energy efficiencyand in cases
where energy use helped to differentiate among products. The interviewees were very open to
further improvements to the label and a majority felt that a categorical stye would be easier than
the current option for consumers.

Overall Findings to Date

A common theme that has emerged from nearly every researchtask to date is that while
energy efficiencyreceives some attention from the various audiences, it isnot typicallyaprimary
driver. In addition, although all ofthe market players are used to and familiar with the current
label, there appears to be a low level ofuse (and on the supply side) perceived value. Most
importantly, the current label also appears to be having minimal impact on consumer,
manufacturer, and contractor comparisons and choices. Manufacturers were the most skeptical
ofthe supply-side actors interviewed about both the label and the overall importance ofenergy
efficiency to consumers. Perhaps this is because producing/applying labels directly impacts
manufacturers. Those closer in the supply chain to consumers andwith less direct responsibility
for program implementation (contractors and retail sales staff) were more optimistic about the
label’s potential.

There were some interesting contrasts in theway different stakeholders interpreted the
labels, particularly the relative priority placed on specific informational elements ofthe label.
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Forexample, manyofthemanufacturer interviewees indicatedthat a strengthofthe currentlabel
is its accuracy and ease ofunderstanding. Onarelatednote,manyofthe manufacturerinterviews
found annual kWh to be a particularly useful and accurate element of the label. These
manufacturer responses on the simplicity ofthe label and in particular kWh as a measure of
energy useare in conflictwith much ofwhat we heard from consumers and from the retail sales
interviews. Many consumers felt that the current label was wordy and complex. They
emphasized the importance of dollars over kWh to their analysis. The importance salespeople
placed on operating cost and the appeal of categorical labels as simplifying the explanation of
energy use in the sale echoes the views of consumers.

Another interesting finding is that energy efficiencyis an analytically complex concept
formanyconsumers. The problemis that more ofsomething (energy efficiency) is causedby less
ofsomething (energy use). The inverse natureofthis relationshipmakes it challenging to devise
a graph that clearly and quickly explains the issue to everyone. In particular, it seemed that
vertical scales suchas the thermometerand the letters were difficult. Interestingly, in one ofthese
labels, the best product was on top while in the other the worst product was on top. Yet in both
cases we received feedback from some consumers that the scales should be reversed.

Overall,consumers and retailers foundthecurrentlabel complex and/oroverly technical.
Furthermore, a significant proportion of consumers had difficulty understanding it. Although
some consumers liked the detailednature ofthe label, many indicated that theydon’tusually read
all ofthe text and furthermore that theydon’t necessarily use the label at all. Retailers’ responses
support this in that they acknowledge that only a subset ofconsumers consider the label. This
is likely due to a combination ofthe low overall priority on energy efficiency and some ofthe
visual weaknesses of the current label. However, a major strength of the current label is its
familiarity to many consumers. This reflects the equity that the program has built over its 20
years of implementation.

Conclusions and Next Steps

Taking into account all of the tasks where the various labels were tested, there appears
to be strong evidence that improvements to the current label are possible. In particular, a
categorical system based upon stars is most promising. Another option is a re-design of the
current label to enhance its visual appeal, message communication, and information
organization. The remaining designs (letters, thermometer, and speedometer) do not appear to
warrant continued testing. A change in the EnergyGuide label would have to offer substantial
enough savings to outweigh the impacts on the various supply-side actors in implementing the
changed program as well as to overcome the equity the current label has in its familiarity to
consumers. Incombination with some ofthe additional information (e.g., kWh rangeendpoints)
that consumers and retailers suggested andthat the currentlabel already contains, the stars label
may well meet these requirements. However, this will be determined more fully during the
remaining research.

Three research tasks remain in this project: a third round ofconsumer focus groups, a
quantitative survey, and a field test. The focus groups will address concerns raised by some of
the project advisors over how a categorical system will interact with the Energy Star logo given
a recent ruling by the FTC that allows manufacturers to add the Energy Star logo to the
EnergyGuide label. No research was conducted by the FTC prior to this decision so little is
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known about how consumers will respond. Thus, the focus groups will also examine the
interaction ofthe current EnergyGuide label and the Energy Star logo. The next phase of the
research will quantitatively test consumer comprehension of the lead designs along with the
impact ofthose lead designs versus the current label on attention to energy use and purchasing
of energy-efficient equipment. A survey will be implemented to determine (with statistical
certainty) which among the lead label concepts has the highest rate of comprehension. The
analysis of comprehension will include participants’ ability to decipher the main label message
(i.e., that a model is or isn’t energy efficient) as well as the label’s secondary messages (e.g., that
the comparison is based on like models within certainproduct categories). Finally, a field test
will be conducted as a pilot study of the impacts of the lead label design(s) on the sale of
appliances. At least two stores will be asked to place labels ofthe leading design(s) on display
models for between three and six weeks. Data will also be collected in another store that does
not receive a redesigned label. Once all ofthe research has been completed (likely in January
2001), a petitionwill be draftedto request that the FTC incorporate theproject findings.
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